
QUARTZ CO. LAUNCHES COLLABORATIVE COLLECTION 
WITH MARIE-ÈVE LECAVALIER

[ Press release under embargo ] 



Montreal, November 1, 2022 — Quartz Co., a leader in the premium outerwear industry, is pleased to announce 
the launch of its collaborative collection with Marie-Ève Lecavalier. The globally recognized outerwear label and 
designer are joining forces for the first time to the women’s performance outerwear category, combining Quartz 
Co.’s technical manufacturing capabilities and expertise in performance outerwear with Lecavalier’s experimental 
approach to womenswear. 

The collection embodies Quartz Co.’s pioneering approach to outerwear, exploring the as-of-yet uncharted terri-
tory between performance and the avant-garde. Drawing design cues from the luxe origins of après-ski and clas-
sic couture silhouettes, the capsule collection advances a series of fashion-forward outerwear pieces that are at 
once timeless and ultra-modern. As with all of Quartz Co.’s winter coats, the collection is made in Canada in the 
label’s privately-owned factories. 



“These are garments that are practical, extremely warm and lightweight, in silhouettes and shapes that 
we don’t usually find in the world of women’s performance outerwear,” says Lecavalier, of the collaboration’s 
cutting-edge designs. “Designing as a woman in the outerwear industry, I wanted to zone in on the idea of 
cut and fit, which I find is really lacking in women’s outerwear. These pieces are the ones I wish I could find 
on the market but have never been able to.” 

The seven-piece offering — available in Black, Royal Blue, and Oatmeal — includes a voluminous down-filled wrap 
coat, both cropped and maxi-length down puffers, a utility-inspired jacket and vest, a quilted lightweight jacket, 
and a pair of zippered cargo-inspired snow pants. 

Launching in November 2022, the limited-edition capsule collection arrives as part of Quartz Co.’s 25th anniver-
sary roll-out and launches with a retrofuturistic campaign shot by photographer Étienne Saint-Denis and styled by 
Lu Philippe Guilmette, and a lookbook shot by Samuel Pasquier and styled by Marianne Dubreuil. 

The entire collection will be available for purchase at Quartz Co.’s De Gaspé flagship, its Ste. Catherine pop-up 
boutique, and online at quartz-co.com. 
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ABOUT MARIE-ÈVE LECAVALIER 
Raised in Montreal, designer Marie-Ève Lecavalier completed her Master’s degree in Fashion Design at Swit-
zerland’s prestigious HEAD Genève before going on to win the Festival d’Hyères’ Chloé prize and a shortlist 
placement for the 2019 LVMH Prize. Through her namesake label, Lecavalier, the designer takes an experimental, 
exploratory approach to womenswear with a focus on silhouette and textile. 

ABOUT QUARTZ CO. 
Founded in Canada in 1997, Quartz Co. is a leader in the premium outerwear industry, both nationally and abroad. 
Its seasonal jackets and coats are recognized for their quality, durability, lightweight construction, and resistance 
to cold climates. Quartz Co. advances a new generation of modern outerwear that fuses cutting-edge design, 
high-tech performance, Canadian expertise, and sustainable practices to wholly embody the Northern lifestyle. 
Firmly established in Canada, Quartz Co. has two factories, one in Victoriaville and one in Montreal, a flagship 
store next to its design studio and headquarters in the Mile End district of Montreal.
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